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Treatment of malignant disease with immune checkpoint inhibitors is emerging as a transformative 24 

approach.  However, tuberculosis (TB) reactivation associated with these agents is being increasingly 25 

reported (Table 1). We describe a further case of TB associated with anti-programmed death-1 (PD-26 

1) immunotherapy and perform immunohistochemical analysis of lung biopsies from TB in standard 27 

and anti-PD-1 associated TB.  We discuss the potential underlying mechanisms and implications for 28 

clinical practice and research.   29 

 30 

TB associated with pembrolizumab, an antibody to PD-1 31 

A 62 year old lady was diagnosed with ocular melanoma, which was excised.  Three years later, 32 

metastatic disease developed and immune checkpoint inhibition therapy was commenced, initially 33 

with ipilimumab, an anti–cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) antibody, and then 34 

pembrolizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody against PD-1.  The disease was stable for 2 years, 35 

but then blood liver biochemical markers became abnormal and a lung lesion was noted on 36 

computerised tomography scanning.  Liver function abnormalities persisted despite 37 

immunosuppression, and so a liver biopsy was performed, which showed a single granuloma.  Biopsy 38 

of the cavitating apical lung lesion showed necrotising granulomatous inflammation, and bronchial 39 

washings cultured Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb).  Anti-tuberculosis treatment was initiated, 40 

which led to clinical improvement, normalisation of liver function tests and regression of the lung 41 

lesion.   Therefore, the unifying diagnosis was disseminated tuberculosis (TB) associated with 42 

immune checkpoint inhibition.  However, this clinical occurrence runs counter to the current disease 43 

paradigm, which proposes that active TB results from a deficient host immune response (1).   44 

 45 

Therefore, we performed immunohistochemical analysis of TB lung lesions in the context of a 46 

normal immune response (6 cases) and the lung biopsy of this case.  Immunostaining was performed 47 

for PD-L1, CD8 and PD-1.  In normal TB granulomas, PD-L1 is very highly expressed, while PD-1 co-48 

localises with CD8, demonstrating that immune checkpoint ligands and receptors are co-expressed 49 
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(Figure 1A). In the context of anti-PD-1 therapy, a similar picture of PD-L1 and CD8 expression within 50 

granulomas is observed, while PD-1 immunoreactivity appears reduced (Figure 1B).  Therefore, the 51 

immune checkpoint inhibition pathway is active within TB granulomas. 52 

 53 

Potential mechanisms of immune checkpoint inhibition causing TB reactivation 54 

PD-1 is a cell surface receptor that binds ligands PD-L1 and PD-L2 and has important functions in the 55 

maintenance of immune tolerance.  PD-1 inhibitors are therefore used to reverse tolerance to 56 

tumours and improve immune-mediated control of malignant disease (2).  The use of these 57 

checkpoint inhibitors has been transformative to the field (2). In TB, progression from latent to 58 

active infection is regarded as a failure of the immune response, as demonstrated by the increased 59 

incidence of TB in the context of HIV infection or after anti-TNF treatment for inflammatory 60 

conditions (1).  Consequently, it seems highly counter-intuitive that PD-1 blockade should also cause 61 

activation of TB, as by this paradigm anti-PD-1 therapy should improve host control of TB.  Indeed, 62 

PD-1 inhibition has been suggested as a host-directed therapy in TB (3), on the basis that the PD-1 63 

pathway may inhibit an effective host response.   64 

 65 

Mechanistically, these observations suggest that immune checkpoint signalling is important to 66 

conserve immune homeostasis within TB granulomas and prevent excessive inflammation that may 67 

lead to tissue destruction and cavitation (4).  In terms of the cellular events leading to TB, depletion 68 

of Mtb-responsive T cells by anti-PD-1 treatment would be most consistent with the current 69 

paradigm whereby a greater host immune response limits Mtb growth. However, this would imply a 70 

dual effect, with immune checkpoint inhibition improving control of malignancy by immune 71 

activation, whilst concurrently suppressing anti-mycobacterial immune responses.  Therefore, an 72 

alternative process seems likely.   73 

 74 
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A rapid T cell-driven immune activation could lead to greater recruitment of permissive monocytes 75 

or neutrophils to TB granulomas, which are thought to be deleterious in TB (1).  Alternatively, this 76 

augmented immunity may result in increased cytotoxicity or matrix-metalloproteinase-driven 77 

extracellular matrix destruction, which favours Mtb growth and leads to transmission of infection 78 

(4).  An unorthodox recent proposal is that active TB can result from an auto-inflammatory or 79 

autoimmune process, a hypothesis supported by diverse clinical and experimental observations (5).  80 

Analysis of gene expression profiles of patients with TB, infection and autoimmune disease also 81 

suggests a common underlying mechanism between TB and autoimmunity (6).  Intriguingly, the most 82 

common adverse events from immune checkpoint inhibitors are autoimmune in nature (2), 83 

consistent with this hypothesis.  Along similar conceptual lines, Divangahi and Behr have recently 84 

proposed that T cell mediated immune tolerance may be equally important in host control of TB as 85 

effector functions (7). 86 

 87 

Implications for clinical practice and research 88 

The clinical implications of this phenomenon are wide.  New lesions in a patient with known cancer 89 

are likely to be diagnosed as malignant progression, leading to significant under-diagnosis.  We 90 

suggest that biopsy of progressive lesions in this context is indicated to exclude TB, as it is treatable 91 

with antibiotics.  Furthermore, patients with cancer should be screened by Mantoux test or 92 

interferon-γ release assay prior to receiving anti-PD-1 treatment, in the same way that screening is 93 

routine prior to anti-TNF treatment.  If previous Mtb exposure is diagnosed, chemoprophylaxis may 94 

be indicated to prevent active TB. 95 

 96 

Regarding the research implications, the host-pathogen interaction is finely balanced, with only a 97 

small subset of Mtb exposed individuals developing pulmonary disease to continue transmission (1, 98 

4).  The clinical observations that are emerging from the biologic treatment era provide entirely 99 

novel and highly relevant insights into human immune function and host-pathogen interactions.  The 100 
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increase in active TB after immune checkpoint inhibition suggests that excessive immunity may be 101 

just has harmful as insufficient immunity.  Supporting this concept, Comstock demonstrated in a 102 

study of 82,000 individuals that a strong response to TB antigens, which should be considered 103 

protective, actually associates with progression to active TB (8).    Infection of mice deficient in PD-1 104 

results in rapidly lethal inflammation (9, 10), consistent with a protective role in TB.  Perhaps the 105 

most sobering implication is that it reinforces the finely balance knife-edge of the human-Mtb 106 

interaction.  Simply driving an exaggerated immune response, without first defining determinants of 107 

progression versus protection in TB, risks inadvertently accelerating transmission and worsening the 108 

pandemic in the longer term (4).  109 
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Table 1:  Summary of accumulating evidence of TB reactivation with anti-PD-1 immune checkpoint 147 

inhibition. 148 

 149 
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 152 

Figure legend 153 

 154 

Figure 1:  PD-L1 and PD-1 are expressed in human lung TB granulomas. Six lung biopsies of patients 155 

with a final diagnosis of TB were immunostained for PD-L1, CD8 and PD-1. (A)  PD-L1 is highly 156 

expressed by macrophages within the granuloma, and PD-1 is expressed by CD8 positive T cells.   (B)   157 

In the pembrolizumab-treated patient, strong PD-L1 and CD8 immunoreactivity was observed, while 158 

PD-1 staining appeared less strong.  Scale bars A: 200μm, B: 100μm. 159 
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